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• The main role of IPP-NRI is to conduct 
research providing the basis of plant 
protection and control systems.

• The IPP-NRI submitted to the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Rural Development is 
recognized as a center of excellence in 
agriculture research.

Institute of Plant Protection - NRI



• Departments:
– Entomology
– Zoology
– Mycology
– Virology and Bacteriology
– Biological Pest Control
– Pesticide Residue Research
– Weed Science and Plant Protection Techniques
– Ecology and Environment Protection
– Agrophages’ Forecasting Methods and Agricultural 

Economics
– Plant Protection Products Investigation
– Research Centre of Quarantine, Invasive and Genetically 

Modified Organisms
– Bank of Plant Pathogens and Biodiversity Research

Institute of Plant Protection - NRI



PUBLICATIONS:



Where we are?



Where we are?



Getting to Poznan

– Munich
– Frankfurt
– Paris Beauvais
– London 

Luton/Stansted
– Bristol
– Liverpool
– Doncaster

– Dublin
– Edinburgh
– Copenhagen
– Oslo
– Stockholm
– Malmo
– Warsaw

– Rome
– Lvov
– Kiev
– Barcelona
– Alicante
– Madrid
– Athens

By plane

By train

By car

– PKP (the Polish Railways) offers direct connections from Poznan to Berlin, 
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt (Main), Munich, Nuremberg, Cologne, Amsterdam, 
Kiev, Moscow, Odessa, Minsk, Petersburg and to Krym.

– Some important international road routes intersect in Poznań: E-30 -
Berlin - Warsaw - Moscow and E-261 - Gdańsk - Wrocław - Prague



Meeting venue and 
accommodation



Poznan

• The city population is about 550,000
• Poznań is a centre of trade, sports, 

education, technology and tourism
• It is an important academic site, with about 

130,000 students and the Adam Mickiewicz 
University - the third largest Polish 
university

• The city also hosts the Poznań International 
Fair – the biggest industrial fair in Poland 
and one of the largest fairs in Europe



What to see?
Old Square – What is 
worth to see: old 
Town Hall, 
Archaeological 
Museum, and Lesser 
Basilica of St. 
Stanislaus. Old Square 
is also Poznań’s
nightlife centre. 
Moreover, in adjacent 
streets you will find a 
lot of places with 
great variety of food 
and drinks.



What to see?

Poznań
Cathedral and 
Cathedral 
Island– oldest 
church in Poznań
with probable 
grave of first 
Polish king



What to see?
Imperial District (or Kaiser 
District) – it is well 
preserved place in Poznań
with many historical 
buildings and parks in city 
centre. The main building 
is Castle – residence of 
Kaiser Whilhem II is now 
cultural centre with a lot 
of pubs and restaurants. 
There are also numerous, 
constantly changing 
exhibitions (e.g. Word 
Press Photo, paintings of 
various artist), movie 
projections, theaters and 
meetings. 



What to see?
In front of the Castle there is 
Museum of Enigma and 
Monument of Polish 
Cryptographers who cracked 
first Enigma before II World 
War, and their discoveries were 
base for Alan Turing to develop 
algorithms which cracked 
German ciphers. Next to Castle 
stands Poznań University main 
buliding – monumental 
Collegium Minus with it’s 
Concert Hall and Old Building of 
Collegium Iuridicum. Other 
buildings worth to see in Kaiser 
District are: Opera House, 
Collegium Maius (former 
Biology Faculty) and Music 
Academy.



What to see?
Military Forts and 
Citadel Park – there are 
numerous forts spread 
around the city opened 
to visitors. The biggest 
park in Poznań –
Citadel, is also a fort 
and a place for leisure 
activities popular 
among citizens. You will 
find there a lot of 
monuments, rose 
garden, amphitheater, 
military museums and 
cemeteries (there are 
even graves of soldiers 
who took part in The 
Great Escape)



What to see?

Old and New Zoo – there are two zoological garden in Poznań. So called Old Zoo (free of charge) is 
located in city centre near Kaiser District. It is very small, however it is worth to see because of it new 
herpetological pavilion (2 Euro) with lot of Amphibians and Reptiles (especially the magnificent 
Comodo Dragons). New Zoo (3,5 Euro Weekdays, 5 Euro Weekends) is large and main attractions are: 
Giraffes, Rhinos, Elephants, Tigers, Bison, African Birds and many many others.



What to see?
Palm House –
nearly 5000 sq
meters of various 
zones plants and 
aquariums hosted 
in 11 pavilions. One 
of best places to 
chill out in Poznań. 
Enterance fee –
around 2 Euro (or 
sightseeing with 
guide: 13 Euro for 
group up to 30 
pers.)



What to see?

Botanical 
Garden – free 
enterance. Over 
20 ha and 7 000 
plant species



What to see?
The National Park of 
Wielkopolska is located around 
15 km south of Poznan and has 
a very convenient bus and train 
connection with this city 
(Poznań- Wrocław rail line), and 
through Poznań, thanks to 
many fast trains, also with 
Warsaw.
18 areas of strict preservation 
were created within the Park, 
with a total area of 260ha. They 
preserve various forms of 
postglacial landscape and the 
most pristine flora complexes, 
as well as the animals living 
there. The protected area also 
encompasses 32 tree 
monuments and an erratic 
boulder.



See You in Poznan
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